Personalize your transit service.

Qualify to Ride

UTA bus and rail services can get you most everywhere you
need to go along the Wasatch Front. If, however, your nal
work destination is just a little too far to walk or bike from
your last stop or station, or if your overall trip takes too
long, RideVan Plus might be right for you.
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RideVan Plus works with a vanpool lease. It is good for UTA
bus, TRAX, FrontRunner, streetcar services and the nal leg
of your trip on a UTA van. It allows you and others who
have nearby worksites to use a UTA van to travel from your
last UTA stop or station to work.

Your work location is in a “D” Eco Pass service area*
The nal distance from your last UTA stop or station to
your worksite be less than 10 miles
UTA buses stop at or near your workplace every 30minutes or more, e.g. there is minimal transit available
You need a minimum of seven riders to start a new
RideVan Plus vanpool who work at the same employer
or nearby worksites

RIDEVAN PLUS

RIDEVAN PLUS

Lower Costs with More Riders
Your personal cost for the RideVan Plus Pass is based on
the number of riders in your vanpool. The more people
who ride the lower each person's cost will be. Some vans
hold a maximum of 15 people, including the driver, others
hold 11 or 12 people. The size of van you receive will
depend on van availability.
Find out if you qualify for RideVan Plus today by contacting
a UTA marketing representative at 801-287-2062 or
emailing UTARideshare@rideuta.com.

Cost Sharing Option
Employers that want to share costs with employees can pay
$260 per month for the use of the van. Employees then
pay $50 per month. Total employees is based on the
available seats in the van.

Monthly Fare per Person Based on Number of Riders**
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Holder Rate
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*”D” Eco Pass service area is dened as having 1 to 24 bus trips between 6:30 and 8:30 a.m. on weekdays within a ¼ mile of your work destination
and is more than ½ mile from FrontRunner or TRAX locations.
**RideVan Plus Pass is not available with minivans nor is it transferrable to other people. A minimum three month commitment is required. Vanpool
roster cannot be lower than seven riders for more than two months. Only holders of the Premium “D” Eco Pass qualify for the lower rate. Others
pay the standard rate.
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